Optimizing tissue contrast in magnetic resonance imaging.
Magnetic resonance imaging demands that tissue contrast and signal-to-noise advantages be sought in each component of the imaging system. One component of magnetic resonance imaging in which contrast and signal-to-noise ratios are easily manipulated is in the choice of pulse sequences and interpulse delay times. This article provides a general method for determining the best choices of interpulse delay times in pulse sequences and applies that method to saturation recovery, inversion recovery, and spin-echo sequences. Saturation recovery and inversion recovery sequences with rephasing pulses, and tissues with unequal hydrogen densities are considered. Optimization of pulse sequences is carried out for the two distinct cases of (a) a fixed number of sequence repetitions and (b) a fixed total imaging time. Analytic expressions are derived or approximate expressions are provided for the interpulse delay times that optimize contrast-to-noise ratios in each pulse sequence. The acceptable range of interpulse delay times to obtain reasonable contrast using each pulse sequence is discussed.